Spectroscopic studies on the photoreaction of choline oxidase, a flavoprotein, with covalently bound flavin.
Formation of the anionic flavosemiquinone was observed spectrophotometrically during the anaerobic photo-irradiation of Alcaligenes sp. choline oxidase in the presence of EDTA. Further irradiation slowly converted the semiquinone form into the fully reduced state. The presence of a catalytic amount of riboflavin greatly enhances the photoreduction rate not only to the semiquinone state but also to the fully reduced state. This semiquinone species has low reactivity toward the substrate, choline or betaine aldehyde, as well as toward oxygen. This low reactivity toward oxygen is unique to the semiquinone form of a flavoprotein oxidase. The oxidized enzyme forms a complex with betaine, the product of the enzymatic reaction of choline oxidase. The dissociation constant for this complex was found to be 17 mM by spectroscopic titration. Anaerobic photo-irradiation of the enzyme with a saturating amount of betaine in the absence of EDTA produces, with no detectable semiquinone formation, an absorption spectrum which resembles (but significantly differs from) that of the fully reduced form. This species was found to comprise two flavin species. One of them is rapidly oxidized to the oxidized form by oxygen and is thus assigned as the fully reduced state. The other is converted slowly to the oxidized form upon aerobic standing in the dark. We tentatively assigned this latter species as a C(4a)-adduct. Formaldehyde was detected as a product of this photoreaction. The amount of formaldehyde formed coincided with that of the fully reduced enzyme. On the basis of the results obtained we propose a mechanism of the photoreaction of the enzyme in the presence of betaine where a C(4a)-adduct and the fully reduced enzyme via an N(5)-adduct are formed. Betaine also affects the dithionite reduction. In the dithionite reduction of the oxidized enzyme, the semiquinone species is an intermediate in the conversion of the oxidized to the fully reduced form, while the reduction of the oxidized enzyme-betaine complex with dithionite produces the fully reduced form without any significant formation of the semiquinone species.